
Hockey Trois Cités 

A brief history 

 

Hockey Saint Laurent (HSL) and Hockey Mont-Royal Outremont (HMRO) have 
decided to restructure their hockey operations for the upcoming season (2016-
2017) with a view to run a more efficient and cohesive hockey program. 

The current structure can be described as follows: 

• The borough of Ville Saint Laurent (VSL) mandated HSL to run the 
amateur hockey program on its territory and provided them with a certain 
number of hours of subsidised ice. 

• Town of Mount Royal (TMR) and the borough of Outremont (OUT) have 
mandated HMRO to run the amateur hockey program on their territories. 

• Hockey Quebec (HQ) subdivides the province into different regions for the 
purpose of managing hockey programs. VSL, TMR and OUT are part of 
the region known as Lac St-Louis (LSL). 

• LSL grouped VSL, TMR and OUT together to form a single hockey 
territory within the region, in order to ensure that all players within the 
territory have the opportunity to play at the appropriate level according to 
their caliber, from single letters (SL) to double letters (DL).  

• Until the 2015-16 season, HSL and HMRO delegated the administration of 
their joint DL program to Hockey Versant Ouest (HVO). 

• HSL and HMRO (in collaboration with their respective cities) provided 
HVO with the players and resources to run the DL program. 

HSL, HMRO and HVO have had to find a way to coexist and run their programs, 
often with a great deal of conflict and difficulty, as LSL made it mandatory to run 
the DL program jointly.  The main points of contention can be summarised as 
follows: 

• Disproportionate participation of the players from HSL vs HMRO in the DL 
program. 

• Allocation of ice and other resources to the DL program under stress as a 
result of this imbalance. 

• Significant effects of the DL imbalance on the SL programs of both HSL 
and HMRO  

The effect of having 3 different entities (HSL, HMRO and HVO) coexisting and 
trying to run amateur hockey within a single territory has not proven to be a 



success. Due to HQ rules and the limited ice resources available from the cities, 
the decisions and reality of one entity have a direct impact on the others. This 
has led to constant conflicts between the 3 entities and volunteers working at 
cross-purposes, as well as an inefficient use of resources. 

Further to LSL’s decision of February 8, 2016, whereby HSL, HMRO and all 
other minor hockey associations within LSL were given the option of running their 
own DL programs, HSL and HMRO decided to make a change to the structure of 
amateur hockey on their territory. 

Instead of separating, HSL and HMRO have decided that the most desirable 
option would be to run a joint program (from pre-novice to DL) whereby all of the 
resources are pooled together with the objective of having everyone work toward 
the same objective: running the best possible hockey program for all of the kids, 
no matter the city in which they live or the level at which they play. 

By combining the entire DL program as well as the ‘A’ level in SL, we address in 
large part the problem of disproportionate participation which was having a very 
negative effect on the SL programs.  By combining the HMRO and HSL’s ‘A’ 
teams, the playing field becomes levelled. 

By allowing the SL ‘B’ and ‘C’ teams to remain closer to their home arenas, a 
large number of our respective players will see no difference in their travelling 
time to play hockey.  

Our plan is to run a joint program on a trial basis for one season. At the end of 
the season, HSL, HMRO and their respective members will decide the next 
steps. 


